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Pierson Prepares for New Possibilities with Incoming Hires
Pierson Computing Connection Inc., is pleased to announce the addition of two new employees
that are ready to make the complicated simple! Dave DeCecco and Joe Tabone are seasoned IT
professionals who are already creating an impact for Pierson customers and partners.
Dave DeCecco’s background in the industry reaches back over 30 years. His seasoned skills in IT
project management show through his varied work history with IBM. Dave notes that he is
particularly excited for the change of pace at Pierson.
He says, “Coming from a large corporate environment, I was looking forward to a smaller, more
nimble business atmosphere without the bureaucracy.”
Joe Tabone is another accomplished professional within the technology industry. With over 36
years of experience as an electrical engineer and sales associate, Joe has mastered his skills and
has become a proven resource to the business.
Everyone at Pierson is excited for the new additions, not only for the breadth of experience they
bring to the table, but for the impact their presence will have on customers. Deb Pierson,
president of the computing company, is particularly eager about the two new employees.
She says, “We are thrilled to be able to bring the expertise of Joe and Dave to the Pierson team,
but most importantly to our customers! Dave’s experience managing complex technology
infrastructure migrations to successful, on-time completion will allow the Pierson team to further
enhance our services to our clients. Having provided technology solutions to clients across the
United States to solve their complicated technology problems, Joe allows Pierson to continue to
make the complicated simple for our clients. Both Joe and Dave embody Pierson’s values of care,
honesty and teamwork. We are thrilled they have chosen to continue their careers with us!”
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